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In their everyday lives people flexibly handle many
tasks. They work on one at a time, make quick de-
cisions about which one to work on, and put aside
tasks whenever attending to them is not required to
achieve the task’s goal. This last capability is crit-
ical because rather than fixate on a blocked task,
a person can work on some other task. For exam-
ple, a person making bean soup wouldn’t watch the
beans as they soak overnight. Instead she would
take the inability to affect the progress of making
bean soup as an opportunity to work on some other,
possibly less important task where progress is possi-
ble. When taking advantage of these opportunities,
people don’t completely forget what they were do-
ing. Instead, the put-aside tasks guide the selection
of the new tasks. After the beans have soaked and
the soup is simmering, a person might go out to get
other chores done, but she probably would not for-
get the soup and eat out. By putting aside a blocked
task and remembering it at the appropriate time, a
person can complete many other tasks and still ac-
complish the blocked one in a timely manner.

This paper describes how an artificial agent, called
Laureli, can maintain goal-directed behavior while
suspending her blocked tasks similarly to that de-
scribed above. Laureli serves as an exemplar agent,
grounding in detailed and understandable exam-
ples the problems that occur when she suspends
her tasks for later reactivation. In creating Lau-
tell, this paper extends work [Hammond, 1989;
Pryor, 1994] done to recognize when a task is blocked
so that it can be put aside until progress is possi-
ble again. Laureli’s suspension-reactivation mecha-
nisms provide for interleaving more available tasks
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during a task’s slack time (while the task is blocked).
A task’s, availability is defined as a metric of how
likely the agent expects working on a task will make
progress toward the task’s goal. A task’s availability
changes over time, and depends on both the agent’s
actions and input from the environment. Laureli’s
suspension-reactivation mechanisms are her method
for representing large changes in a task’s availability
over time.

Representing a task’s availability to the agent is
important, because the agent can then better sched-
ule its tasks as it executes them. If the task’s avail-
ability over time is known in advance, then the agent
can use that knowledge and generate a schedule that
can be simply followed at execution time. However,
in many cases the agent either doesn’t know or it
is difficult to know how the task’s availability will
change over time. The second step in making bean
soup, "boiling the beans for an hour", is such an
example. Perhaps Laureli could measure the water,
look up the specific heat of the beans and then using
the effective heat transfer from the stove, calculate
how long until boiling. However, she could also just
put the pan of beans and water on the stove, stay in
the area, and occasionally check to see if the water
was boiling. This paper advocates this second ap-
proach, so the agent can monitor a task’s execution
rather than attempt toschedule the task, when the
agent doesn’t have all the availability knowledge.

Laureli’s suspending and reactivating of her tasks
is similar to deliberately excluding the suspended
tasks from her decisions about what action to take.
However, some decisions based on the smaller num-
ber of tasks will be functionally different from simi-
lar decisions that consider all the tasks. Since these
decisions affect the agent’s external behavior, sus-
pending tasks can affect the agent’s apparent ratio-
nality in achieving its goals. Birnbaum [Birnbaum,
1986] describes many of the issues in maintaining
an agent’s rationality when suspending tasks. Us-
ing some different assumptions from Birnbaum, Lau-
reli can often act similarly to an agent with ac-
cess to all its tasks, because she can access all the
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tasks that affect each of her decisions. Conflicting
tasks are accessable because when Laureli suspends
a task she builds special conflict-detecting reactiva-
tion rules. These rules detect potentially selectable
tasks that will conflict if selected with the suspended
task. These rules monitor Laureli’s choices, pointing
out conflicts. At some level of detail these conflicts
would be the same conflicts that would be consid-
ered, if she were scheduling these tasks before execu-
tion. Similar rules are expected to make synergistic
tasks accessable. In the cases where Laureli doesn’t
have access to all her tasks, we are looking at mech-
anisms that might enable her behavior more closely
to approximate her behavior with access to all her
tasks. In addition, We are also investigating when
suspension is worth the extra effort of the special
mechanisms.

One of the ways to show suspension is useful, is
to show that the knowledge that is required for sus-
pension also provides power to the non-suspension
aspects of the agent. Expectations about the dura-
tion of a task’s slack time turns out to play such a
dual role. These expectations perform an important
role in handling uncertainty in Laureli’s knowledge
about the world when suspending. In addition, we
describe how in the future, Laureli is expected to
profitably use this same knowledge to help sched-
ule the tasks that are not ordered by a partial order
planning system.

1 Suspension and reactivation

Laureli starts to suspend her current task whenever
the task is blocked. Since each action is assumed to
take some time before a result of the action is per-
ceived, a task is blocked every time the agent starts
an action. If the result is perceived before the end of
the suspension process, then Laureli simply proceeds
with the task. If the suspension process completes
first, then she can work on other tasks while the
blocked task is suspended. As described in the next
paragraph, a reactivation mechanism is constructed
during the suspension process. When a task is reac-
tivated, it competes with all the other active tasks
for Laureli’s resources. A task might also be blocked
because another more important task conflicts with
it, or because some resource is not available. In
all cases, the suspension process builds reactivation
mechanisms that can recognize when the task is no
longer blocked and then suspends the task.

Having many suspended tasks requires an efficient
way to decide when to reactivate a task. Tasks
are reactivated when a set of reactivation conditions
matches Laureli’s perceptions or goals. Reactivating
on perceptions is usually a recognition that progress
on the task is possible. In contrast, reactivating on
the agent’s goals is a recognition that the agent is
intending to do something that either conflicts or is
synergistic with ttle reactivated task. Reactivating

on another task’s goal is similar to Wilensky’s pro-
tection goals [Wilensky, 1983]. During suspension,
Laureli learns a set of rules that embody the reac-
tivation conditions. Most of these rules come from
envisioning possible ways for the blocked task to be
continued and then using Laureli’s plan for achiev-
ing the task to pick out the salient continuation fea-
tures from the envisioned world. These continuation
features become the reactivation conditions via an
Explanation Based Learning [Mitchell et al., 1986]
type of process. For example, if the next step in the
make-bean-soup plan checks that enough time has
passed for the beans to soak, then envisioning morn-
ing in the kitchen would lead to a reactivation rule
for the make-bean-soup task that includes morning
as a condition. Other rules come from expectations
of how long tasks should take, and what continuity
assumptions are being made about how the task is
progressing while suspended. Matching these rules
is cheap [Doorenbos, 1994] and allows Laureli to re-
member the task at the appropriate times.

2 Agent description

Laureli has been implemented as a means of test-
ing her ability to remain rational when suspending
tasks. Operationally, Laureli’s rationality is tested
by giving her some simple tasks that offer suspension
opportunities, riding the bus to work and back, and
then bringing conflicting goals into existence during
the slack time. The simple transportation domain
allows for a wide variety of conflicting situations to
be created. When Laureli can appropriately remem-
ber her suspended tasks, she can bring the same
knowledge to bear on a decision that is available
when not suspending goals.

Laureli lives in the world shown in Figure 1. She
has the daily task of going to work, doing her work
tasks (she’s a stockbroker) and coming home after-
wards. Her car sometimes develops problems, and,
depending on the problem, she picks one of the
garages at the bottom of Figure 1 to fix her car.

Figure 1 also shows a selection of Laureli’s tasks.
The "task class" column in Figure 1 can be thought
of as Laureli’s top-level goals. Laureli implements
these top-level goals by creating the task shown
in the second column of Figure 1. When Laureli
perceives a task’s activation stimulus, she consid-
ers working on the task in conjunction with all her
other currently active tasks. If the task is impor-
tant enough she will commit to completin$ it. This
commitment is like Bratman’s intentions [Bratman
et al., 1988] in that it entails more than just notic-
ing the opportunity to do the task. Once Laureli
has committed to a task, the task competes with
all her other committed tasks for her attention un-
til she completes or deliberately abandons the task.
The completion situation of a task in Figure 1 is the
goal of the specific task. Once Laureli recognizes a
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Bus Stop

Laureli’s Home

Bruno’J Midas I
Garage I Tom’s [

Check-in
Garage I Check-in

I Office!

Conference
Room

Goal Type Activation Stimulus Completion Situation
Go-to-meeting morning &; weekday at conference-room

Go-home at Laureli’s bedroom
Drive-close-to-location

walk-to-location

start-car

evening & at-work
not(at desired-location) 

parkable-location close-to desired-location &
desired-location far from current-location &

car is near to current-location
not(at desired-location) 

desired-location near to current-location
not(engine-running ) & engine-running is desired

close-to desired location

at desired location

engine-running

Figure 1: Laureli’s world and a selection of Laureli’s goals

task’s completion situation, she no longer considers
the task, even if the original activation stimulus still
exists.

As an example, when Laureli wakes up on a week-
day she remembers her go-to-meeting task, because
its activation stimulus matches the world situation.
Assuming she has no other more important tasks,
she then commits to going to work. Once commit-
ted, she creates a plan to achieve the goal of being
at the meeting by utilizing the subgoals to walk to
the bus stop, get on the bus, ride to the parking lot,
and finally walk to the conference room. Each sub-
goal adds a step or sequence of steps to the plan.
Instead of creating a plan, Laureli might simply re-
member a plan she created for a similar previous
situation. When executing a plan’s step, Laureli re-
quests actions. Since the slack times for the first
few actions (walking to bus-stop, etc.) are defined
to be short, Laureli doesn’t have time to suspend the
go-to-meeting task. However, when riding the bus
to work, she encounters significant slack time (20

minutes), and can suspend the go-to-meeting task
and consider another task. Laureli’s expectation is
that the ride will end with her at the work parking
lot. In this example, Laureli reviews her presenta-
tion for the upcoming meeting while she rides to
work. When she gets to the work parking lot, she
reactivates the go-to-meeting task and completes it
by getting off the bus and walking to the conference
room.

If Laureli decided to work on a task with a goal
that would take her off the bus, then a conflict with
the go-to-meeting task would occur. Laureli would
remember that she is on the bus because she is going
to work. Now Laureli has all the relevant goals, and
can make an informed decision about either to con-
tinue going to work, or to get off the bus and do the
second task. Once a decision is made, Laureli has
a mechanism for specializing [Pelton and Lehman,
1995] her reactivation conditions, so she doesn’t re-
member a task unnecessarily too often. The special-
ization process adds conditions to the set of reac-
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tivation conditions. As an example, if Laureli saw
a grocery store from the bus and remembered that
she wanted to buy milk, she might decide to wait
to buy milk until the ride home. The specialization
of the reactivation conditions would cause Laureli to
not remember the buy-milk goal the next time she
saw a grocery store on the way to work. Instead,
she would remember the buy-milk goal when seeing
a store on tile way home.

Laureli’s rationality is similar but weaker than
Russell’s calculatively rational agents [Russell,
1995]. Like a calculatively rational agent, Laureli
uses all she knows to make decisions about what
task to pursue, and whether a decision conflicts with
a previous decision. However, Laureli doesn’t use
all her knowledge in attempting to comprehend her
perceptions of the world. In particular, she doesn’t
use suspended tasks to guide her comprehension pro-
cess. Thus she can miss unanticipated events that
might be important for her goals. As an example,
if during suspension Laureli didn’t consider that her
bean soup might burn, then she wouldn’t try to at-
tribute a burning smell to the soup. Instead she
might expect the smell came the fire in the fire-
place. Laureli makes up for this lack of goal-directed
comprehension, by assuming a relatively strong goal-
independent comprehension process, and by allow-
ing goal-directed comprehension for the active (not
suspended) tasks.

Laureli is closest to the a_~ents in the Runner
[Hammond, 1989] and Pareto [’Pryor, 1994] systems
because agents in each of these systems suspends
their tasks, and waits for the right set of features to
appear in its environment to continue the task. The
use of protection goals to remember the suspended
task when conflicts arise, distinguishes Laureli from
a Runner agent. A Runner agent doesn’t remem-
ber its suspended goals on conflicts. A Pareto agent
does remember its suspended goals on conflicts but
determines its reactivation features differently from
Laureli. Laureli uses information found in her task’s
plan to determine the reactivation features when sus-
pending that task. In contrast, a Pareto agent blocks
when a particular object is needed but not available,
and uses the functional features of that object as re-
activation features for the suspended task. Laureli
distinguishes herself from a Pareto agent, mainly be-
cause she integrates multiple knowledge sources into
the reactivation conditions. This integration can ei-
ther produce more specific reactivation conditions,
or the type of general conditions that Pareto agents
produce. In addition, neither Pareto nor Runner at-
tempt to check progress on a suspended task, which
as we will see in the next section is an important
safeguard to incomplete or inaccurate knowledge.

3 Future work

We are continuing to test mechanisms for keeping
Laureli focused on her goals when she is confronted
with uncertainty when suspending, and also making
her able to handle more complex tasks. Laureli nmst
address both these topics so she can handle real-
world tasks and situations. The uncertainty mecha-
nisms are for the most part extensions to the previ-
ous work, and in some cases simply require testing
to determine their effectiveness. The task complex-
ity issue, requires more development to maintain the
required task structure as the task is being executed.
However, the complex tasks show an opportunity to
use extra knowledge, expected slack time, to improve
Laureli’s execution performance.

3.1 Uncertainty
When suspending tasks, Laureli must concern her-
self with her uncertainty in the set of reactivation
conditions that should be built. If this uncertainty
is not reflected in the reactivation conditions, Laureli
will simply forget tasks. Laureli has no explicit rep-
resentation of this uncertainty. However, she does
know when an action could produce multiple differ-
ent results. She will handle her uncertainty in an
action’s outcome by generating multiple sets of re-
activation conditions, one for each outcome she can
predict. Thus she will set herself up for any possi-
bility of continuing the task.

As a default, Laureli also is uncertain about the
completeness of her knowledge with respect to the
range of possible outcomes. She will handle this
knowledge uncertainty by generating reactivation
conditions called progress checks based solely on
time. These progress checking reactivations depend
on the agent having knowledge about the duration
of the slack time and also having some way to sense
the passage of time. As an example, Laureli should
look up every now and then as she rides the bus
to make sure the bus is headed to work. If the
bus breaks down, Laureli will notice it during one
of these progress checks. Thus she will be able to
get to work, even though the breakdown situation
doesn’t match any situation she envisioned when cre-
ating the reactivation rules for the get-to-meeting
task. This progress check mechanism allows Lau-
reli to have knowledge that doesn’t match what will
happen in the world and still achieve her goals.

In some cases, Laureli has a different type of un-
certainty that can affect how she suspends her tasks.
If Laureli doesn’t know what the outcome of an ac-
tion will be, then she can’t suspend her task while
that action is proceeding. This feature allows Lau-
reli to use the uncertainty in her expectations to
keep a task active most of the time. Keeping the
tasks active, gives her goal-directed comprehension
for tasks that might be thought of as suspended. In
a previous example, Laureli smelt something burn-
ing, but never envisioned that her soup could be
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Figure 2: Partial order plan for the Make-dinner task.

Start

Get-recipe Get-recipe Go-to-store Cut Measure Cook Defrost
(bean soup) (salad) Carrots Spices Soup Bread

i " i i ! i i
v v v v v v v

l l A A A A

Get-recipe Check--Cabinets Soak Cut Assemble Wash
(bread) (all ingredients) beans Celery Soup Lettuce

Cut
Carrots

Y

Cook
Bread

A

Assemble
Salad

Figure 3: Example execution time-line showing a very good ordering of some of the Make-dinner actions.

burning and thus attributed the smell to her fire in
the fireplace. However, if Laureli thought that the
burning smell wasn’t wood, she might start an ac-
tive search for its source. This active search task
doesn’t have a well defined result, and thus it can’t
be suspended at a large grain size. The search task
can be suspended when doing individual well known
actions, but these actions are either too short for the
suspension process to complete, or cause Laureli to
remember the search task often. Thus she can wan-
der around, remembering her task often and using it
to bias her comprehension of possible sources of the
burning smell. When she sees the soup, she will re-
member that she was cooking the soup, and now can
do the goal-directed reasoning that the smell might
be related to the cooking.

3.2 Task complexity
The tasks Laureli has been given so far, have not
had independent sub-tasks that could be done con-
currently. Figure 2 shows a partially ordered plan
for the Make-dinner task that includes independent
sub-tasks, one of which is our bean soup task. In this
plan, the three get-recipe actions on the left have no
ordering constraints on them. As far as the planning
system is concerned, they could be done in any or-
der. However, the planning system has determined
that Laureli should assemble a complete list of in-
gredients before checking the cabinets, or going to

the store. The order that Laureli actually assem-
bles her ingredient list probably doesn’t make any
difference. However later in the plan, the execution
ordering of some of the cooking actions does mat-
ter because some orderings give better slack time
overlap. When making the soup, soaking the beans
should be started first. Laureli will pick this order-
ing, because soaking the beans has the largest slack
time of the independent tasks. Thus, starting the
beans first will give her the most potential for inter-
leaving other tasks with this task. Figure 3 shows
the type of time-line that Laureli might be able to
produce.

Laureti could include a complete temporal planner
to make decisions on execution order like that shown
in Figure 3. However, she doesn’t have the knowl-
edge to do so in many cases. The uncertainty in
the world doesn’t allow her to do perfect scheduling.
The bread from the store might already be defrosted
or some other task (like answering the telephone)
might intrude. Using the expected slack time within
the partial plan, looks like a promising approach to
making simple execution time decisions that are lo-
cally optimal.

4 Discussion

This paper directly addresses the issues of interrupt-
ability of the agent, and how the agent’s objectives
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and goals change over time. The agent’s actions are
all assumed to take time, and thus are opportuni-
ties for suspension. These suspension points pro-
vide, many opportunities for task switching to more
(and less) important tasks. This switches the issue
of interruptability to be one of maintaining goal di-
rectedness, which has been described in detail.

This paper describes a different mechanism for
interruption that doesn’t make use of preemption
like most work on interruption [Firby, 1989; Kuokka,
1990; Laird and Rosenbloom, 1990; Mitchell, 1990].
Instead when an agent executes a plan, one could as-
sume many opportunities for suspension will arise.
Given this assumption, if the environment indicates
an important task should be considered, rather than
preempt the current task, the agent simply waits for
a suspension event. When a suspension event occurs,
the important task is naturally selected. Since pre-
emptive interruption doesn’t address the changing
of a task’s avallablility and suspension does, perhaps
preemptive interruption is unnecessary for domains
where the time between suspension events is limited.

One limitation of this work, is comparing Lau-
reli’s rationality to calculative rationality. Making
this comparison means building larger and larger
sets of reactivation conditions. These conditions do
get specialized so that the tasks are not constantly
remembered. However, knowledge as to how useful
a particular reactivation condition will be in remem-
bering the task could reduce the cost of building the
reactivation conditions at little loss of functionality.
Essentially, this is a bounded rationality argument.
Knowledge that a future condition will be useful
can be collected from past experience. The Act-R
system [Anderson, 1993] profitably collects and uses
this type of knowledge. Sometime in the future, we
will have to investigate how reactivation condition
sets grow, and how that growth should be limited.
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